Although optimizing compilers have been quite successful in producing excellent code, two factors that limit their usefulness are the accompanying long compilation times and the lack of good symbolic debuggers for optimized code. One approach to attaining faster recompilation is to reduce the redundant analysis that is performed for optimization in response to edits, and in particular, small maintenance changes, without affecting the quality of the generated code. Although modular programming with separate compilation aids in eliminating unnecessary recompilation and reoptimization, recent studies have discovered that more efficient code can be generated by collapsing a modular program through procedure inlining, To avoid having to reoptimize the resultant large procedures, this paper presents techniques for incrementally incorporating changes into globally optimized code. An algorithm is given for determining which optimizations are no longer safe after a program change, and for discovering which new optimizations can be performed in order to maintain a high level of optimization. An intermedi ate representation is incrementally updated to reflect the current optimizations in the program. Analysis is performed in response to changes rather than in preparation for possible changes, so analysis is not wasted if an edit has no far-reaching effects. The techniques developed in this paper have also been exploited to improve on the current techniques for symbolic debugging of optimized code. A directed edge from none n to node m in the update dependency graph indicates that the transformation represented by node m depends on the prior transformation represented by node n. For example, the edge from node 2 (destroy cs d + e) to node 3 (destroy cp y:= x) indicates that the propagation of the definition of y in statement 4 to all of its uses and then the elimination of the copy y:= x depends on the common subexpression optimization of d + e that created the copy. When the common subexpression is removed in response to the edit, the copy propagation is no longer applicable. We prove that in all three cases, conditions for a global subexpression elimination cannot be created [15] . The proof for the first case follows. The first case can be found most naturally through the changes in global data flow information at the block containing the later evaluation.
The second case is most easily found as a locally affected optimization by analyzing the change in the dag structure of the block containing the later evaluation of the common subexpression. The analysis for the locally affected common subexpression is shown in Figure  7 . effects within a basic block, the order of updates can be based on the relative effectiveness of different optimization orders. To illustrate, the statement d:= b + c is inserted in the same basic block and after the statement a:= b + c in the code in Figure  11 . If the created local common subexpression is detected before the potentially movable loop invariant, the resulting code appears as in order 
